Cancel of OE Cruise control on the brake (12V installation)

When speed is exceeded by approx. 7 km/h, the relays will activate for 0.2 sec. (can be adjusted). System will pause for 2 seconds to check if the speed is dropping. If not, the system will activate again.

Software version must be 8.2 or higher. (Partno. starts with 153 or 160).
Software version must be 2.0. (Partno. starts with 170 or 193).

Locate BCM under drivers dash locate Green connector in BCM. Solder 1.9K resistor inline with purple wire from 2way relay box and connect to Position 9 Green/Brown wire in green connector in BCM. Solder Green wire from 2way relay module to position 4 White/Red wire in green connector of BCM.